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Director
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Director
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Backed by your trust and the tireless efforts of our staff and employees, we
achieved record-high sales in 2017 and continued to improve our operation in
2018. Our DSD and service business are producing returns for all of us. However,
becoming a larger part of the supply chain via our Warehouse business poses
challenges and exciting opportunities we will focus on. There is still much work
to do and a lot of “heavy lifting" to reach our short term goals and complete the
foundation we need to reach our long term goals. I feel a great responsibility in
taking the position of Chairman during this critical time.
My time in GHRA’s boardroom provided me with invaluable insight into operations
of our company and the operations of the Board of Directors. Working together
with our team, I will use my knowledge and experience to strengthen the Board’s
governance of the business and incent our staff to raise the bar every day! To this
end, the Board will be made up of committees that follow important process’s and
protocols to endure well thought out plans and pointed action. The committee’s
will guide our investment plans, our labor plans and the pursuit and development
of new growth drivers while ensuring performance and rewards are evaluated
objectively. Provide our staff with resources that will enable our company to
accomplish our goals quickly and accurately is the key to our future success.
Along with efforts to improve governance and increase member value, the Board
will focus more attention on social responsibility, including areas concerning labor
and safety in the city. Finally, I will look for more time and effort to engage with
you, our members, and conveying your opinions to the Board and to the staff
professionally.
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to serve this great company as your
chairman, and I look forward to your continued support of and interest in GHRA.

Thank You,

Tajddin Momin

Moez Maredia
Director

Noordin Maredia
Director
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In Balance

T

o my beloved
GHRA Family:
Today, after
nearly 10 years
with the greatest
organization and
people I’ve ever
had the pleasure
to work with, I
am announcing
Mike Thompson
that I will be
Chief Executive Officer
leaving GHRA
effective the end of this year. It is
impossible to accurately express my
sincere appreciation for everything this
organization and the Ismaili community
has so graciously provided to me and my
family. I will always wonder why I was
blessed with such a great opportunity and
experience. My service here has provided
me with some of the most challenging
and rewarding times of my life. It has
also connected me to a multitude of
the most caring, giving, intelligent and
dedicated people I could have ever hoped
to call friends and colleagues. In my
time here, I have observed many small
business owners become exceptionally
successful and have seen young hardworking college ‘kids’ mature to develop

their careers and to become amazing
wives, husbands, mothers and fathers,
all the while, building one of the greatest
organizations of its kind together.
I began my journey with GHRA because
I found it to be an organization with great
intentions and principled purpose. It
was destined to succeed because it was
supported by a resilient unity and driven
by a tenacious determination to grow and
prosper. From the beginning, my purpose
was to provide a reliable and efficient
operating structure and inspire the
leadership to build its future in a distinctly
sustainable manner. With this said, and
after several years of growth and many
accomplishments, I believe my work here
is done. The incredibly talented staff and
highly experienced board members are
more than capable of building a strong
future for the years to come.
Being a part of this great organization
and community has enriched my life
enormously. I will always cherish the
tremendous respect the members have
shown me and the faith they bestowed
in me from the very beginning. I am
extremely thankful for the opportunity to
serve such a great company. Now, I look
forward to exploring those opportunities

that lie ahead of me.
I would like to also congratulate Bill
Pitocco on the much-deserved promotion
to Chief Executive Officer effective
January 1, 2019. Bill and I will be working
closely with the Board and GHRA staff
over the next several months to transition
my duties. I will also assist in the search
for someone to succeed Bill in his past
responsibilities with the company.
Bill brings a wealth of knowledge to
his new role and over the last five years
has already brought many successful
activities and programs that continue to
generate great revenue and profitability to
member stores. Along with the leadership
of the experienced board members,
Bill will certainly champion many great
accomplishments over the years to come.
Please join me in congratulating and
supporting Bill in his new role.
Lastly, GHRA and its members can be
proud of their past achievements and
should continue the drive to find success
in a very challenging and ever-changing
convenience store environment.
As I always say…
The Future is Bright for GHRA! 

The following is a paid advertisement
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Community

Prince Aly Muhammad visits Pakistan
By the ismaili.org

Prince Aly Muhammad Aga Khan,
the youngest son of Mawlana Hazar
Imam, released a short film earlier
today about communities residing in
Northern Pakistan.
Entitled, Close to Home, the film comes
after Prince Aly Muhammad visited GilgitBaltistan in Northern Pakistan in October
2017 for a private visit. During this trip,
Prince Aly Muhammad visited projects
of the Aga Khan Development Network
to enhance his understanding of issues
related to the built environment, natural
hazard mitigation, health, education,
culture, and rural development - all areas
in which the AKDN with its partners are
actively engaged to improve the quality of
life.
Hafiz Sherali, President of the Ismaili

Council for Pakistan,
who accompanied
Prince Aly Muhammad
to Gilgit-Baltistan said:
"Members of Mawlana
Hazar Imam's family
have shown great
interest in the work
of the AKDN. Prince
Aly Muhammad has
channeled this interest
into a beautiful film
about the lives of
the communities in
Northern Pakistan.
As the film demonstrates, the people
of this region have shown immense
resilience in the face of natural disasters
and economic hardship. With the long-

standing support of AKDN institutions,
they are on the path towards progress for
themselves and future generations."
The video is available at: https://
closetohomefilm.com/ 

The following is a paid advertisement
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GHRA spanners set the market tone
By GHRA Staff

T

here are always pressures in the
local market that have effects on
our business. Sometimes, it takes
a while to recognize these pressures and
to truly understand the effect they are
having on our revenue and profits. Over
time, and to the trained eye watching
for them, it becomes clear what some
of those pressures are. It also becomes
clear what action you must take to
address them. A well thought out plan is
the key
Over the last few years, the Houston
market has been lulled into what can be
seen as a “Me Too” environment. We
see this via many of the advertising and
promotional activities being executed
across convenience retailers in this
marketplace. One retailer promotes a
product for 2/$2.22 one month and then
another retailer promotes the same
product for 2/$2.22 the next month. In
this type of promotional environment,
we need to re-evaluate the appeal
this promotion has on our shoppers.
Spanner promotions, the top platform
in the South Texas market, seem to
trade off the same promotional value
from one retailer to the next. This is
what is known as the “commoditization
of retailers”, a term we use to describe
how consumers shop for products.
When retailers are “commoditized” they
become less relevant to the consumer.
In this market, sales in undifferentiated
retailers or retailers that do not provide a
unique offering to consumers, will suffer
the most. We are tasked with building
a preference for our offerings, or extra
services, so they that they will come back
to our stores more often. Shoppers need
to know what unique offerings we have so
they choose our stores as a destination.
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There is no short solution to achieve this
but more of a long-term strategy that we
must continue to employ.
Consumers in Houston have been
lulled into getting their favorite products
from their regular convenience store
and haven’t been challenged to make a
change. It works like this: If a store has
the same 100 customers every day, and
that stores competitor has a different 100
customers every day, each store remains
flat in sales every day. When one of those
retailers becomes actively aggressive,
say through retail pricing, that retailer
may gain 10 customers while the other
might lose 10. One store now has 110
customers per day while the other has
just 90. Now, here’s the key to capitalizing
on those additional 10 customers. First,
you have to recognize that the pressure
on the market is NOT one of consumers
spending less. The pressure in this
market is the number of customers
coming to your store versus those going
to your competitors. This fact, coupled
with what consumers typically spend
once they are in your stores is a powerful
combination and important for your
growth.
Consider this chart. The average
income for a family in America is about
$50,000. Based on these findings,
consumers have $2,850 in disposable
income over the course of a year. That’s
$8.00 per day. You are fighting for that
consumer to stop at your store and spend
a portion of that $8.00 with you. If you
have 110 customers and your competitor
has 90, you stand a greater chance of
getting a larger piece of that pie. If those
10 additional customer buy gas, cigarettes
or a candy, you can imagine how your
bottom line over 30 days becomes larger.
In a market like this, GHRA works to

Average U.S.
Household Income

Category
Taxes
Housing
Transportation
Personal Income
Healthcare
Entertainment
Utilities
What’s Left

%
18.5%
32%
18.5%
10.7%
5.9%
5.1%
4.1%
5.7%

$50,000
$9,000
$16,000
$9,250
$5,350
$2,950
$2,550
$2,050
$2,850

$8.00 Per Day
find ways to draw those consumers to
your stores. We want to own the market in
terms of customer counts and maximize
the opportunity for more of that $8.00
to be spent with you, our members. We
do this by building excitement around a
product, changing the “Me Too” around
that item in the market. Using one
product per month (Spanner item only)
instead of multiple products across our
promotional platforms to create a unique
offer ensures we also adhere to our
mission of providing sustainable growth
to both members and suppliers. This
small but long-term strategy lessens
the commoditization of us as a retailer
and now projects a “difference” between
our business and the competition. This
differentiation now challenges consumers
to move their business to our stores.
This also enables us to capitalize on
keeping them by providing better service
and an overall better offering than the
competition. In the end, if you gain
customers by using your spanner to drive
traffic to your store, you win, we win and
our suppliers look to further invest in our
strategy versus the competition! 
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Food Service

Big Madre

W

e are getting
close to the
first opening
of Big Madre Tacos y
Tortas. The last few
weeks have gone
by quickly as I have
been out conducting
site assessments
on member’s stores
Doug Boone
GHRA Food Service Manager who were interested
in making Big Madre
Tacos y Tortas their food service brand.
During that time I have had the pleasure
of meeting many of you and being a part
of your operations first hand. Being in
your stores and being able to answer
questions has proven to be an excellent
part of the process. Sharing with each
of you the vision for Big Madre while
becoming more familiar with how your
store can execute the brand offering has
been invaluable, not only to me but to the
branding process within GHRA as well.
We are on target to roll out the first few

locations. I will be in your stores doing
site assessments for the next couple of
weeks. I will present those assessments
to the food service committee on a
store by store basis and we will provide
members with our recommendations
to move forward. All of our food and
proprietary items are complete and
ready to go. The designated distributors
are on board. Some of our items will
be purchased from Sysco and some
will be purchased through the GHRA
Warehouse. We have a program set
up for your chemical supplies through
Cintas. Small wares for your Big Madre
operation will be purchased through
GHRA. There is an equipment package
set up for Big Madre through Warren
Southwest. Finally, I’ll be putting some
last touches to our uniforms, paper
goods and point of sales system. I can't
tell you how excited I am about moving
forward with you with this amazing
opportunity.

Its been thrilling to see the interest from
members surrounding Big Madre Tacos y
Tortas. We know that this brand will help
differentiate your store in the market you
are in and it will also differentiate GHRA
in the south Texas market. It will serve as
a destination for consumers in no time!
The flavor and quality will blow them
away. I know they will keep coming back
time and time again! 

The following is a paid advertisement

GHRA All-in-one Rack
$1.69 Lays
-Shippers on Sides

Doritos Prepacked
Weekender
$1.69 Lays Flamin Hot,
Chile Limon, Kettle Jalapeno
*Place on All-In-One Rack*
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Brand media-to-shelf
will drive consumer
engagement
*Place in high traffic
location*
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Human Resources

Proactive conflict management
By Ready Convenience

Why can’t everyone just get along?
That’s what many convenience store
managers ask themselves when conflict
disrupts their team’s productivity. It’s
important to remember, though, that
conflict in the workplace isn’t always a
bad thing. Productive conflict can lead
to creative policy changes, improved
relationships, and unity among team
members. Destructive conflict, on the
other hand, can degrade team morale
and make management tasks tricky at
best.

Stop Conflict Before It Starts

While you do want to encourage
productive dialogue in the your
convenience store, you’ll save a lot of
time and trouble if you practice proactive
conflict management. Follow these four
steps:
Create a productive work
environment. As a leader, you must
clearly define acceptable workplace
behavior. That means you must
have zero-tolerance policies against
disrespectful behavior such as
discrimination and harassment. Also

make it clear what other
behaviors aren’t acceptable,
such as gossip, favoritism, and
sabotage. Set the example
for your team with your own
behavior.
Pick your battles.
Sometimes, you can
unintentionally give legitimacy
to minor conflicts between
team members just by getting
involved. Provide problemsolving and conflict resolution
training to your managers
and employees so they have the skills
they need to resolve issues themselves.
With proactive conflict management, you
should only need to get involved when
customer service or productivity are at
risk.
Identify hot topics among your staff.
You can sometimes ward off conflict by
addressing issues before they become
heated debates. Be aware of what
issues might flare tempers and take
action before people have a chance to
get upset. Use problem-solving steps to

address divisive topics as part of your
proactive conflict management strategy.
Unite around common goals.
successful teams work together toward a
shared mission. Keep your team’s goals
top-of-mind by focusing on them in team
meetings, employee evaluations, and
rewards and incentive programs. Strong
teams turn conflicts into opportunities. If
you don’t feel like your goals are concrete
enough to unite your team, conduct a gap
analysis of team performance to create
goals that will work. 

The following is a paid advertisement

NEW FROM OAK FARMS

4 Flavors of 5.3 oz.
Cottage Cheese with Real Fruit

8 oz. Sour Cream

See your Oak Farms Salesperson today!
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Technology

Amazon launches direct-to-car delivery

Announcement marks latest move in e-retailer’s innovation war
with Walmart
By Jackson Lewis

SEATTLE -- Amazon now has the
ability to place deliveries directly inside
customer vehicles—even if the customer
is not present.
The launch expands the service of
Amazon Key, which allows Amazon
delivery workers to enter customers'
homes for package delivery, and also
allows for keyless entry and guest access
for users. Amazon Key In-Car expands
the service so Amazon delivery workers
can open customers’ vehicles and place
the packages inside, treating cars as
mobile Amazon lockers.
In-car delivery is available at no
extra cost for Prime members using
the Amazon Key app who also own
Chevrolet, Buick, GMC, Cadillac and
Volvo automobiles. The service is
available in 37 cities and surrounding
communities in the United States. As
long as the vehicle is parked in a publicly

9

accessible area, customers can use
Amazon’s in-car delivery.
After setup is complete and the car’s
delivery location has been registered,
customers can select the “In-Car” delivery
option at checkout whenever they shop
on Amazon. On the scheduled day of
the delivery, the Amazon Key app lets
customers check if they are parked within
range of the delivery locations. Also, the
app provides notifications regarding the
four-hour delivery period, and customers
can track when their car was unlocked
and locked again using the app’s activity
feed. The service is compatible with
same-day, two-day or standard shipping.
“Since launching Amazon Key last
November, we’ve safely delivered
everything from cameras to collectible
coins inside the home. Customers have
also told us they love features like keyless
guest access and being able to monitor

their front door from anywhere with the
Amazon Key App,” said Peter Larsen,
vice president of delivery technology for
Amazon. “In-car delivery gives customers
that same peace of mind and allows
them to take the Amazon experience with
them. And, with no additional hardware
or devices required, customers can start
ordering in-car delivery today.”
Amazon separately said Tuesday that
it was expanding availability of two-hour
delivery from Whole Foods Market stores
to San Diego, Denver and Sacramento
markets through its Prime Now service.
Prime members receive two-hour delivery
for free and ultra-fast delivery within one
hour for $7.99 on orders of $35 or more.
Amazon launched the Prime Now
delivery service in Austin, Texas; Dallas;
Cincinnati; and Virginia Beach, Va.,
markets in February and last month
added San Francisco and Atlanta. 
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Safety

Cleanliness sells
By Terry Monroe, American Business Brokers & Advisors

If you are not addressing the simple
task of cleanliness in your store, don’t
expect to see a sales increase —
even when you add a new product or
service.
Having worked in the convenience store
industry for more than 18 years, I not only
spend a lot of time visiting c-stores, but I
also always seem to live near one as well.
When I first moved to Florida in 1999,
I lived two doors away from a 7-Eleven
store, which I thought was the greatest
thing since the invention of the wheel
because it had everything I could ever
want — bread, soda, lunch meat, beer
and doughnuts. Since then, I have moved
several times, but with five 7-Elevens
within a seven-mile stretch, I am never
too far away from a convenience store.
Which leads me to how a store owner
could increase his or her business by 25
percent in one year.
The 7-Eleven that is close to my home
had been a company-operated store for
as long as I can remember. Then, about
a year and a half ago, the store was sold
to Rick and Maureen Levy, a nice couple
from St. Louis, as a franchise store.
The Levys’ store is about 2,000 square
feet. It sells gasoline, but it doesn’t
have much room to add a big, new food
program or additional inventory. It is
located in a tourist area, so there is a
seasonality to the business due to tourists
coming and going.
Since I spend a lot of time in
convenience stores, I tend to be critical of
how a store looks. Are the shelves being
stocked? What is the product mix? Are
the employees friendly and capable? Is
the store clean?
I had no complaints with the companyowned 7-Eleven that I had been visiting
on a regular basis for 10-plus years. The
store looked good, had the appropriate
point-of-sale advertisements on display,
the employees were nice, and the store
was well stocked. In other words, I had
become “normalized” to my surroundings.
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Which translates into: You don’t know
what you are missing until you get a taste
of what you have been missing.
When the Levys took over a year and a
half ago, I noticed a lot of shelves being
moved and the store was being reset
with the inventory moved around. Overall,
the store looked better. Same workers,
but something had changed. The store
was a lot cleaner. The soda dispenser
was cleaner. The coffee bar was cleaner.
The front counter was cleaner. The floors
were cleaner. The gas station islands, or
MPDs, and the trash dispensers outside
of the store were cleaner.
Not just me, but other customers also
noticed the store was cleaner and I heard
them telling that to the new owners. I
couldn’t resist complimenting them on the
cleanliness of their store, too.
They explained to me that they believe
it’s important to give the products in their
store a good presentation. To do that,
the store needed to be clean. They also
believed their sales would reflect their
attitude toward cleanliness as well.

Well, guess what. They finished their
first year of business with sales up 25
percent over the previous year, and they
are six months into their second year and
sales are continuing to increase.
Nothing changed locally in the market.
Nothing that would bring in more
customers or create more of a draw
to their store. The customers who are
local are still the same, and the store
is basically the same except for the
new owners focusing on and making
cleanliness a priority.
I know this may sound too simple
to some, but cleanliness sells. Would
you buy anything or eat something
from a store that had overflowing trash
dispensers, dirty floors and messy
shelves?
If you are not addressing the simple
task of cleanliness in your store, don’t
expect to see a sales increase — even
when you add a new product or service.
Sometimes, we all need to go back to the
basics and rethink why customers are
coming to our stores in the first place. 
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Industry News

Calorie counts on menus are going
to be mandatory
The biggest nutrition transparency effort in America is finally happening
By Julia Belluz

Calories, like those listed on Starbucks
menu items, will soon appear in
restaurants across the country. Chris
Hondros/Getty Images
It’s finally happening. After nearly a
decade of delays, Trump’s Food and
Drug Administration is implementing an
Obama-era policy on Monday that will
require restaurants and other food outlets
with 20 or more locations to post calorie
counts.
Any big chain — from grocery stores
to movie theaters, amusement parks to
vending machines to restaurants — will
have to show how many calories come
with their sandwiches, popcorn, cocktails,
beer, wine, and french fries. Up front.
Right on the menus.
In some eateries, menu labeling is
already happening. Several major chains
started to move in this direction voluntarily
because the FDA was expected to finalize
this regulation years ago. It’s why you
can see that the grande latte at Starbucks
has 190 calories, the turkey, apple, and
cheddar sandwich at Panera has 710
calories, and McDonald’s Big Mac packs
530 calories, for example.
But we’ll now be flooded with calorie
data. And while these changes aren’t
expected to cause Americans to suddenly
clean up their diets, they could have
profound indirect effects on how we think
about food and nutrition, what we choose
from the menu, and ultimately what
restaurants serve.

We now get most of our calories
from eating out — but it’s been
hard to count those calories
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Americans do a lot of
their eating outside of
the home these days.
More than half of the
money spent on food
goes to restaurants
and convenient onthe-go meals — not to
groceries cooked at
home.
Make no mistake: When we dine out,
we eat more. People typically consume
20 to 40 percent more calories in
restaurants compared with what they’d
eat at home.
As Tuft University researchers found,
in the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition
and Dietetics, restaurant dishes at nonchain establishments across the country
typically contained 1,200 calories —
about half of the 2,000 or 2,500 calories
recommended for moderately active
women and men in an entire day. For
these reasons, the American propensity
to dine out has been linked with the
obesity epidemic.
For a long time, consumers were left
to operate blindly when it came to how
many calories they were consuming
when dining out. Unlike the nutrition
facts panels that come with preprepared
foods we eat at home, there was no such
transparency around restaurant food.
Then along came the Affordable Care
Act in 2010. Buried among its many
provisions were rules requiring "retail food
establishments" with 20 or more locations
to post "on the menu listing the item for
sale, the number of calories contained in
the standard menu item,” as Vox’s Sarah

Kliff reported. Another section in the law
mandated vending machines "provide a
sign in close proximity to each article of
food or the selection button that includes
a clear and conspicuous statement
disclosing the number of calories
contained in the article."
The hope was that these regulations
would help people calculate how many
calories they were eating, and maybe
have an impact on obesity.

“Big Pizza” and other food lobby
groups tried to fight menu labeling.
Then the FDA’s commissioner said
he’d get the job done.

The Food and Drug Administration,
one of the agencies that regulates the
food industry, was in charge of finalizing
and implementing menu labeling. But
the Obamacare mandates, even under
President Barack Obama, were beset by
delays because of intense lobbying from
various factions of the food industry.
American pizza makers have pushed
for, among other things, only posting
calories for serving sizes they determine,
instead of the actual serving sizes people
are going to eat. Convenience stores
and supermarkets argued menu labeling,
while appropriate for restaurants, would
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Industry News
be too expensive and burdensome for
them. Movie theaters, for their part, tried
to keep their 1,000-calorie popcorns out
of the calorie postings.
Finally, in November 2017, the FDA
released draft guidance about how the
industry would have to comply with the
menu labeling by May 2018. Health
advocates said they were pleased to
see the rule was left mostly intact, which
came as a surprise since the Trump
administration had pushed back the
implementation of the rule just before it
was supposed to go into effect a year
ago, last May.
The FDA Commissioner Scott
Gottlieb has repeatedly pledged
his personal interest in nutrition,
and his desire to go ahead with
menu labeling, which he doesn’t
view as a left or right issue, as
Politico’s Helena Bottemiller Evich
reported. “I’m quite sure that a lot
of conservatives, including myself,
have turned over packages
in stores to look at the calorie
information and the nutrition
information and appreciate that
that information is there,” he told
Politico.
For that reason, the Center for
Science in the Public Interest, which had
sued the FDA over menu labeling delays,
put their lawsuit on hold in September.
And Gottlieb kept his word. In a May 2
blog post, he framed the regulation as a
win for consumers and a way to enhance
competition among food producers
to create products that are “healthy,
inexpensive ... [and] also tasteful.”
“I’ve working on menu labeling for 15
years, and am thrilled that at long last,
people will be able make up their own
mind about how many calories they want
to eat at chain restaurants,” said Margo
Wootan, director of nutrition policy at the
Center for Science in the Public Interest.
“Menu labeling allows people an easy
way to cut hundreds of calories or more
with simple, split-second decisions.”
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The law could have a far-reaching serving than the labels stated.
Even so, calorie labeling’s biggest
impact, and not just on the food
impacts are expected to have little to do
choices individuals make

with the one-off choices we make at the
ordering counter: they could push food
companies and restaurants to reformulate
products so that they aren’t so hideously
high in calories, and shift consumer
attitudes about nutrition.
Researchers have found that after
menu labeling was implemented in
Seattle in 2009, food purveyors tweaked
their recipes and lowered calories, for
example.
Menu labeling also prompts
people to talk about calories —
raising awareness about nutrition,
as this Health Affairs study pointed
out:
For example, a recent article
in the New York Times showed
that the typical order at Chipotle
contains about 1,070 calories—
twice as many calories as a Big
Mac and “more than half of the
calories that most adults are
supposed to eat in an entire day.”
Harvard Medical School
researcher Jason Block, who has
been studying calorie labeling,
draws a comparison to how
carried out in real-world settings suggest
smoking behaviors have evolved over
labeling could reduce calorie intake by
time. “The story about tobacco policies
about 50 calories per meal (or 8 percent
and how smoking patterns have changed
of a 600 calorie meal).
is as much a story about changing social
Researchers have also found that
people who are already calorie-conscious norms as it is about specific policies. This
widespread implementation of a public
do pay attention to labels, but those
education campaign like calorie labeling
who aren't don't. In other words, just
having that information displayed doesn't should change the public’s consciousness
about calories.”
intrinsically change people's behaviors.
We know from the soda tax debate that
So health wonks don’t expect most
it’s been hard to disentangle what impact
people will immediately start making
healthier food choices when menu labels the taxes are having from the awareness
the tax debate raised about the health
come out.
impact of soda. The same may be true
There’s also the question of whether
menu labels are accurate: one study
about calorie labeling — so perhaps that
investigated and found that posted calorie means that all the discussion about this
counts generally hit the mark, but there
Obama-era mandate, and the years of
was some variation. Nearly 20 percent of news articles about delays in the press,
foods tested had 100 more calories per
are already having an effect. 
To date, the evidence on calorie
labeling’s impact on health is somewhat
mixed. The studies and meta-analyses
either suggest that calorie labeling has
had little influence over people's food
choices or that the available studies are
too poorly designed to really tell. A newer
Cochrane Review also concluded that
the quality of the available evidence is
low — leading to uncertainty about menu
labeling’s effects — but noted that studies
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Education

5 ways to gow customer loyalty
By Ready Convenience

Based on customer data for the retail
industry in general, 80 percent of your
business comes from 20 percent of
your customers. On top of that, it’s more
expensive to try to acquire new customers
than it is to grow customer loyalty with the
people already visiting your store. So how
do you do that? Here are five ideas to get
you started:
Exceed expectations. In a
convenience store, your customers’
expectations of you and your staff are
pretty straightforward. They want quick,
convenient service inside the store. They
want quality products for a fair price. They
want cleanliness, especially around the
pump, in self-serve food areas, and in the
bathroom. If you want to grow customer
loyalty, simply meeting these standards
is not enough. You must exceed
them consistently in every customer
interaction. To grow customer loyalty,
treat your customers like guests, not like
pocketbooks.
Reward your regulars. Think outside
the standard loyalty program box. While
no one is going to turn down the “your
10th cup of coffee is free” incentive, do
something more for your regulars. Think

about ways you can make them feel
appreciated and recognized. Institute
loyalty ideas from years past such as a
Wall of Fame (Polaroid pics are coming
back into style, after all), naming a
sandwich after a regular, or out-of-theblue freebies that don’t require a swipe or
a tap.

Make a personal connection. Social
media is an effective way to connect with
customers when they’re not in the store.
Encourage your regulars to follow you
on social media and use those platforms
to announce “exclusive” offers for your
regulars. And don’t forget the most
obvious ways to connect with customers
when they visit your store – greet them
by name, smile, and invite them back.
Customers are the most important people

in your store. To grow customer loyalty in
your convenience store, you must make
sure they’re treated accordingly!
Keep it clean. A recent survey
revealed that 86% of American
consumers form a negative impression
of a business when there is a cleanliness
problem, such as a clogged toilet, in
the restroom. A separate study showed
that 79% of customers would take their
business to a competitor within a week
of experiencing an unresolved customer
service issue. Managing the details of
store care is especially important in
convenience stores where competition is,
literally, just around the corner.
Train, train, train. Your staff members
can’t exceed expectations if they
aren’t trained on customer service
excellence. They may not be able to go
above and beyond for regulars without
some guidance. And they can’t follow
procedures for store care if they don’t
know what those procedures are. Make
training an ongoing process through
online courses for convenience stores,
team meetings, mentorship, and on-thejob follow up. 
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Vaping products marketed to children
By Steve Koebele – Attorney & Government Relations Counsel

Austin, Texas – Targeting retailers,
distributors, and manufacturers, federal
regulatory officers recently conducted
undercover sting operations to identify
merchants that sell vaping products
(electronic cigarettes) to children. The
marketing and sale of vaping products
are under scrutiny because of increased
popularity and use by children, particularly
teenagers. Two federal agencies are fully
engaged:
• U.S. Food & Drug Administration
(FDA), which is responsible for protecting
the public health by ensuring the safety of
products.
• Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
which promotes consumer protection
and prevents anticompetitive business
practices.
Armed with significant law enforcement
tools and prosecution authority, these
two agencies recently issued warning
letters to those selling e-liquids used
in e-cigarettes that use labeling or
advertising that makes the products look
like kid-friendly food products. Consider
some of the products that are creating the
problem:
• “One Mad Hit Juice Box,” which
resembles children’s apple juice
boxes.
• “Vape Heads Sour Smurf Sauce,”
which resembles War Heads candy.
• “V’Nilla Cookies & Milk,” which
resembles Nilla Wafer cookies.
• “Whip’d Strawberry,” which
resembles Reddi-wip dairy whipped
topping.
“Companies selling these products
have a responsibility to ensure they aren’t
putting children in harm’s way or enticing
youth use, and we’ll continue to take
action against those who sell tobacco
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products to youth and market products
in this egregious fashion,” said FDA
Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb. As a
part of the government’s Youth Tobacco
Prevention Plan, the joint FDA and FTC
action is part of a broad program to
stop access to all tobacco products by
children. The government will enforce
existing laws and regulations to prevent
access to e-cigarettes and tobacco
product by children under age 18.
Retailers should remember to carefully
check photo identifications to verify age of
customers. The FDA has been engaged
in a nationwide investigation of both
storefront and online retailers, focusing
on retailers selling JUUL brand products
to minors. The FDA is also requiring
the manufacturer, JUUL Labs, to deliver
information to the government in order to
determine the appeal and high use of the
LUUL products by children.
The Texas Cigarette, E-Cigarette, and
Tobacco Products Law requires tobacco
retailers to ask for and view customer
photo identifications to verify the age of
purchasers appearing to be younger than
27 years of age. Any retail employee who

sells cigarettes, e-cigarettes, or tobacco
products to a minor will face Class C
misdemeanor criminal charges for sale
to a minor. Additionally, the storeowner
can be fined up to $1,000 or have their
cigarette or tobacco products permits
suspended.
Retailers must post and clearly
display warning signs to employees and
customers about cigarette, e-cigarette
and tobacco laws and the penalties for
violations of the laws. The Comptroller,
on request, will provide the warning
sign without charge to any person who
sells cigarettes, e-cigarettes or tobacco
products. Free sample giveaways
and coupons to anyone under 18 are
prohibited. Retailers are responsible
for training and supervising employees
regarding the cigarette, e-cigarette and
tobacco laws. To ensure compliance
with the law, retailers are subject to
random inspection by state and local law
enforcement officials.
As always, the GHRA will closely
monitor new laws, policies, and other
matters that are of interest to you. 
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Government Relations: News Update
By Steve Koebele – Attorney & Government Relations Counsel

During a specific window of time, the
Texas Comptroller will offer to waive
penalties and interest due from taxpaying
businesses that are deficient in properly
remitting tax to the state. That occasion is
now upon us and the 2-month window of
time begins on Tuesday, May 1, and ends
on Friday, June 29.
The Texas Tax Amnesty Program,
under certain specific circumstances,
provides delinquent taxpayers with relief
from penalty and interest on tax due.
This amnesty applies to periods before
January 1, 2018, and only includes a
waiver of penalty and interest on liabilities
that have not been previously reported
to the Comptroller’s office. That is, the
actual tax that is owed still must be
remitted to the Comptroller’s office. If a
taxpayer has been notified that a period
or periods are scheduled for an audit
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review or if they are already under audit
review, then those periods are not eligible
for amnesty. In other words, the business
is aware that tax is due to the Comptroller
and voluntarily steps forward to pay
before the Comptroller’s auditors appear.
Additionally, the amnesty program
does not apply or include the following:
International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA)
taxes Public Utility Commission gross
receipts assessments Local motor vehicle
tax Unclaimed property payments
As you may have further questions,
please review the following FAQ and
answers. (Taken verbatim from the
Comptroller’s website):
What are the benefits of participating
in the amnesty program? Program
participants can “wipe the slate clean”
by filing past due reports, or amending
reports that underreported taxes, without
paying penalties or interest. You can also

register for taxes that should have been
reported and catch up on those reports
that should have been filed, without
paying penalties or interest.
Will filing under the amnesty program
increase my chances of an audit later?
No, but we reserve the right to audit the
information you provide.
What if I fail to take advantage of the
taxpayer amnesty? If you fail to pay the
taxes or fees you owe during the amnesty
period, you will be responsible for all
taxes, fees, penalties and interest owed.
What tax types are eligible for
the taxpayer amnesty? All state and
local taxes and fees the Comptroller’s
office administers are eligible, with the
exception of Public Utility Commission
gross receipts assessments. The
Comptroller does not administer sports
and community venue tax or property
taxes, so these are not eligible.
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The Unclaimed Property program and
IFTA taxes are not a part of tax amnesty.
Are city, county, metropolitan transit
authority and other local sales taxes
included in the taxpayer amnesty?
Yes, the amnesty applies to all localoption taxes the Comptroller’s office
administers.
Who is eligible to participate in the
amnesty program? Eligible taxpayers
include those who: Did not file a required
return or report originally due before
January 1, 2018; or Underreported
taxes or fees due for any reason, such
as erroneously claiming credits or
deductions. The amnesty does not apply
to filing periods under audit or identified
for an audit.
Can a taxpayer who has signed a
settlement agreement or voluntary
disclosure agreement participate in the
amnesty program? No. A taxpayer who
has signed such an agreement before
the beginning of the amnesty period is
ineligible.

How do I apply for the amnesty
program? File an original report by
submitting a paper return and write
“Amnesty” across the top of the
return and on the check or money
order if amending a report, submit the
corrected figures on a paper return,
and write “Amnesty” across the top of
the return and on the check or money
order. If submitting a tax application
and registering for the first time, write
“Amnesty” on the application as well as
the return and check or money order. Tax
forms are available at comptroller.texas.
gov/taxes/forms.
Can I file an amnesty return and pay
electronically? No. All amnesty reports
and payments must be submitted via a
paper return and check to facilitate the
waiver of penalty and interest.
Even if you are otherwise required to
file and pay electronically, you will not be
penalized. How do I make an amnesty
payment? Payments should be marked
“Amnesty” and should include your Texas

taxpayer number on the check or money
order. If you do not have a permit or are
not registered to collect Texas taxes and
fees or do not have an account with us,
write your Federal Employer Identification
number or Social Security number on the
check or money order instead.
Are payment installment plans
available? No. To be eligible for the
amnesty, taxpayers must pay all taxes or
fees due, in full, related to the amnesty
returns filed.
Where should payments be sent?
Checks and money orders should be
made payable to the Comptroller of
Public Accounts and mailed to: Taxpayer
Amnesty Comptroller of Public Accounts
P.O. Box 12020 Austin, Texas 787112020. You can also visit the nearest
Comptroller Field Office to make an
amnesty payment.
How do I find out how much I owe?
If you do not know how much tax you
owe, call 800-252-1390 or visit the
nearest Comptroller Field Office. 
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For Service Inside Houston Call:

Tastee Kreme Ice Cream

713-290-0123
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Announcements

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Lehjatali Momin | Warehouse Chairman

NOW
HIRING



All GHRA
announcements and
publications will be
posted online.

Various positions
available
Please visit ghraonline.com for
a complete listing of all available positions

TCEQ Manadatory Underground Storage
Tank (UST) A/B Operators Training
GHRA is excited to provide this online training, for the price of only $65.
• Members purchasing online training
will receive a unique code from GHRA.
• This training takes about 4-6 hours
and must be completed within 30 days
from start of training.
• Payment options: Money order or
deduct $65 from your quarterly rebate.

To register for this Health class please visit
www.learn2serve.com/
texas-food-safety-certification

Members are
encouraged to visit the
GHRA website on a
regular basis for up to date
information and latest
publications.

GHRA ONLINE
CLASSIFIEDS
WWW.GHRAONLINE.COM

Under Other Services

Absolutely FREE for
GHRA members.
Members can now
list businesses or
equipment for sale on the
GHRA Website!

REGISTRATION FORM IS AVAILABLE
at www.ghraonline.com

Learn2Serve:
Food Safety Principles Training +
Texas Food Safety Manager Bundle Package

WE’RE ONLINE

WWW.GHRAONLINE.COM

Learn2Serve:
TABC Seller-Server Training Exam

To register for this TABC Class please visit
www.learn2serve.com/
online-tabc-certification

Sales/enrollment: 1-888-395-6920
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New Member Introductions

Welcome
Members
On behalf of the board of directors and staff at GHRA,
please welcome our newest members as of June 2018:

PRIME MART # 50
JOHNNY'S FOOD MART
GOLDEN MART #2
AMIGO GROCERY
ROADSTER #12
EVERYDAY #4

ON TRACK
BK FOOD MART
N P FOOD MART
RUSH 3
BARRACKS MARKET
FERRY MOBIL

REGAL FOOD MART
HILLCREST CORNER STORE
TIP TOP FOOD STORE
KIRBY PRIMETIME
LA PETITE MARKET
WESTCHASE FOOD STORE

The following is a paid advertisement

SIMPLIFY YOUR CASH
HANDLING

1-800-888-2129
cashmanagersales@dunbararmored.com
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A GUIDE TO GETTING YOUR STORE EMV READY
petsolinc.com/resources/emv-compliance

Brought to you by Petroleum Solutions, Inc.

for more information: petsolinc.com
ABILENE
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AUSTIN BEAUMONT CORPUS CHRISTI DFW

1-800-880-9582

EDINBURG HOUSTON SAN ANTONIO TEMPLE TYLER VICTORIA

Vol. 5 Issue 6
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APPROVED

pest control services

PEST CONTROL
F O R G A S S T AT I O N S & T R U C K S T O P S

C A L L N A U S H A D T O DAY
832.786.9792
w w w . C o n q u e s t Pe s t S e r v i c e s . c o m
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Free Credit Card Terminals

NO
.

..

Application Fees
Monthly Fees
Batch Header Fees
Programming Fees
Annual Fees

24-Hour Approvals
24/7 Merchant Support
Free Statement Analysts
Accepts all cards including
Voyager and Wright Express

If you are not
with us, you are
paying too much!

Pay at the Pump
Nooruddin Khawja: 832-419-7071
Amir Ali Charania: 281-323-8500
Rasool Virani: 713-409-7919
Office: 281-565-2425
Fax: 281-565-2423

UNIVERSAL MERCHANT PROCESSING

12603 Southwest Freeway, Suite 265, Stafford, TX 77477

www.UniversalMerchantProcessing.com

Vol. 5 Issue 6
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COMING UP:

JULY PROMOTIONS
Spanner Board:

Pepsi 20oz Bottles

Poster #1:

Gatorade 28oz Bottles

Poster #2:

Red Bull 12oz Cans

Poster #3:

Peace Tea 16oz Bottles
The following is a paid advertisement

LOCATED INSIDE GHRA OFFICE
12790 SOUTH KIRKWOOD RD HOUSTON TEXAS, 77477

COMMERCIAL

HOME

AUTO

Property, Liability, Workman’s Comp, Underground Tank,
Flood, Windstorm and Many more

YOU WILL BE PLEASED WITH OUR SERVICE AND PRODUCTS, SO CALL
US TODAY
CALL MOIZ MERCHANT TODAY FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE AT
281-295-5380
Cell: 832-283-4246
Fax: 1-888-506-6022

GHRA MAIN OFFICE
12790 South Kirkwood Rd.
Stafford, TX 77477
Ph. 281.295.5300
Fax. 281.295.5399
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GHRA WAREHOUSE
7110 Bellerive Dr.
Houston, TX 77036
Ph. 281.295.5333

www.ghraonline.com

Fx. 281.295.5347
Vol. 4 Issue 3

